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"There's nothing like sitting back and talking to your cows.
Russell Crowe
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Voice Staff
Plans to update the College's Web
site are currently in the works. The
College Web Team, led by John
Hopkins, the associate vice president
for college relations, began working
on the project this past March.
The team is working in conjunction with BigBad Inc., a Web development company with multi-facetexperience in the fields of higher
education, the
arena and
the consumer world.
.
According to Hopkins, the gradual
and somewhat unplanned growth of
the current Web site has led to several problems, creating a need for a
new site.
The current site is difficult to navigate and is not designed to current
Web standards. Managing and
updating content is both complicated
and labor intensive and the design is
'
outdated.
"If you compare our current Web
site with those of our peers and
competitors, in terms of functionality, features and design, Wooster is
clearly at a competitive disadvantage," said Hopkins.
Instructional Technologist and
Professor of Mathematics Jon
le
picBreitenbucher offers
tures of all the Web site variations
"Eclectic" (the winner), "Classic"
and "Stylized"
on his blog as well
as his opinions on the basic structures and strengths and weaknesses
of each layout.
"This direction is based on a student's dorm room wall or door,"
Breitenbucher posted regarding the
winning "Eclectic" style on his biog.'
"We call this 'eclectic' because it is
composed of elements drawn from
various sources to tell the story of
'who Wooster is.'"
The entry goes on to explain that
the layout "creates a visual aesthetic
where the
that is student-centr- ic
unique objects and elements tell the
story of what it feels like to be at
Wooster." ,
The site previews are available to

meet" and "Independent minds...
authentic and engaged."
The team has already surveyed
over 200 current and 600 prospective
students about the taglines, and they
also plan to survey alumni, faculty
and staff.
The team has also held several student focus groups, both during the
initial development phase last spring
and last month.
The results of the recent student
online survey and the student feedback display in Lowry are still being
analyzed, but there was a strong
agreement around a core set of key- words that 75 percent or more of the
students felt accurately described
Wooster. These words will have an
important role in the design of the
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new home page.
The current focus for the new Web
site is twofold. First, the team hopes
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to improve the parts of the site that
have the greatest effect on the
College's ability to contact and interest prospective students. Second, they .
hope to use the site to more effectively remain in contact with alumni.
Other plans for the new Web site
include mqre interactive features,
most notably on the home page, and
also resources to help the alumni connect with one another and the College.
There will also be more media, including video, on the updated version of
the site.
"The design of the new site will be
like Wooster itself: creative, original,
welcoming, serious about what matters but not
said
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preview online at

you hope to sum it all up in a few
words? It's a fair point. But every

In addition to
the Web site itself,
the team is also
working to devel- -
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that's memorable, vivid and, above all,
true to who we are," said Hopkins.
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The design of the new site will be like

itself:, creative, original, welcoming;,
O
'
moment.
SeriOUS aDOUt What HiatterS but not Self-These

College that can
be used both as a
part of the Web
site and for mar-keting and communication pur-

possi-biliti-

important,

include:
Minds;"

John Hopkins
Associate Vice President for College Relations "Independent

word
"The
'tagline' probably
makes some people cringe. Wooster's

minds, learn- mg together"
"Independent minds, working together;" "Where independent minds

story needs a headline, and we're trying to find one for Wooster's story

nt,"

Hopkins.

.

There will also be a new system to
manage the content of the Web site
that will make it much simpler to create, update and distribute information
around the site. The new system's net- -,
working features will also make it easier for anyone to share information
from the site with others.
The site is expected to premiere
next summer, before the beginning of
the 2009-20academic year.
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Additional Reporting by
News Editor Kate Vesper.

Above, the new look of the Wooster Web site, entitled "Eclectic." The layout is inspired by the appearance of the typical student dorm room. Below left,
"Classic," and right, "Stylized," are pictured the two other possibilities formerly in the running for winning site design (Photos courtesy Jon Breitenbucher).
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Sam Hickey '09 writes about
the dangers of using a,
school voucher system for
education reform. See page
3 for more.
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Vewponfs Editor Ross
Buchanan discusses the
necessity of reformations to
be made to conservatism.
See page 3 to read the

Editor in Chief Molly Lehman

Arts

investigates the roots of
Freedlander's Department
Store as it prepares to close
its doors forever. See page 4

Maggie

whole viewpoint.

to

read more.

Entertainment Editor
Donnelly frames a
preview for this weekend's
College play. 'A Flea in Her
Ear." See page 6 for the

Senior Sports

review.

the

&

Writer

Johann

Weber writes about toe men's
football team, which beat
Washington University in
Louis

38-1- 3.

full article.

St

See page 8 for

News

October 24
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Emily Ryan

Early vbtjng influences polls across the state
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Guns traded for gift
cards in Akron area

"

ounty
again tliis year to remove
guns from the streets in Akron, Ol I.
Summit. County CrimestopH'rs, along
with the Akron Police Department and
the Summit County Sheriff's Office
(and other unnamed corMratioiis and
nonprofit agencies), are spiisoiing the
Goods for Guns firearms buyback program. The program is scheduled tqrun
on Nov. 2 and Nov. Ji2. Last year,
(
guns were turned in and citizens were
rewarded with $100 gift cards to he
spent at Acme Markets. The location
tor turning in weaxns will be at the'
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church
('270 E. Wilbeth Road and
V2'2.r,
Vernon Odom Blvd.). There will be
police on site collecting the firearms
and patrons turning in their guns can
(.
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remain anonymous..

NATIONAL
Republicans use funds
from campaign to shop
reported

that the

Republican National Committee spent
around $ I,50,000 on what the general

public

is

calling "campaign

,

acces-

sories." It is reported at $,90'2 of this
money was spent on hair styling and

makeup consulting.
The RNC is
spending money on clothing in addition to hairstyling and makeup for
their candidates. The McCain campaign went public this week stating
that the clothing bought' will go to
charity after the campaign. Money
going towards "campaign accessories"
hasn't been a hot topic since former
12007
presidential
hopeful John
Kdwards had his campaign pay tor two
of his $00 haircuts
he then
released information stating that lie
would reimburse the campaign.

v

n

Missie Bender and
Molly

Lehman

Early voting has experienced a
surge during the L'OOS presidential
election, reflecting what some sav is a
fundamental (luuie.in the nature of
:i
I'S
states, including
Ohio, iiin.ciitly allow their' residents
to vote earlv The option allows Intel's to avoid long lines and i'owds on
Nov I, and it also permits Mute election ageiuies to foresee and correct
any technology problems in advance
I llio is one of
ihtfew states that
offer the option of both icgistering to
vote and t asting a vote at the same
time. A m cut' law p.iss.-in August
created a window between Sept. .'lo
and Oct. (i diiniu;- which residents
could register and then cast a ballot.
The option is particularly1 attractive
lesidents and members
to. inner-cit- y
of college campuses, groups which
usually tend to vote Democratic. A
September appeal to the Ohio
Supreme Court by the Ohio GOP to
overturn the ruling was denied.
Most of the early voting trend is
projected to aid Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama. Not only
eli-ctiiins-

take on Apple's iPhone

.

-

For $179 and

a

contract,

T-mo-

bile

users can now purchase the first

mobile phone made by Google's
Android operating system. The phone
went on sale this past Wednesday with
hoH.'S that the Google Gl model will
outsell the Apple iPhone. Along with
several features similar to the iPhone (a
touch screen), the G will also have a
trackball and a compacted slide-okeyboard. This alternative' to the
iPhone will also compete with similar
touch-scree- n
phones like the Instinct
(Sprint) and the LG Dare (Verizon).
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WORLD
London atheists ride
buses, reject God
In London, the popular red

staff
members
working for either
Sen.
Barack
Obama's or Sen.
John
McCain's

campaigns.

.-

g
are the
groups often a
of
the
Democratic voter base,
part
but the campaign to get out the vote
by the Obama campaign has by all
been
accounts
widely successful. The Akron
Beacon Journal
reported that in
early-votin-

Editors in Chief

Google technologies to

two-ye- ar

investigate the residency status of

-.

.

franklin

In addition, the almost unprece- '

dented popularity of early voting has
threatened to compromise one of the
long
reasons for that popularity
lines.

In Florida and other southern
states, voter turnout has forced officials to procure more voting equipment, extend. hours and, in some
cases, offer water and chairs for those
waiting. In Florida, nearly l.ro,000
people flocked to the polls during
Monday and Tuesday of this week,
the first two days of early voting.
Ohio residents can vote early either
in person or by mail. To vote in person,
any registered voter may go to the
Board of Elections office to request and
receive an absentee ballot. Residents
can vote after they receive their ballot.
The Wayne County Board of Elections
is located at '200 Vanover Street, Suite
1

in Wooster.

Shuttles will he traveling from
Lovvry to the polls from noon to 4 p.m
starting today, resuming on Monday
and continuing every day next week.
Students must know the last four
digits of their Social Security number to vote.
.1

ii ",
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County,

here Columbus,
Ohio's
capital
city, is located.
Democrats have
cast !'' times as
main eaily ballots

"as

Republicans.

Partly because
this trend,
both presidential
campaigns have
increased their
efforts to encourage voting in
Ohio, Staff and
volunteers from
the Obama campaign knocked
on K),K y doors
in
Ohio
last
weekend, and the

ol

rJ

M

,

Above, Bernard Bowens of the Service Employees International Union holds a
sign while taking part in a march in Columbus, Ohio. Top left, early voting
stickers are distributed courtesy of Ohio Secretary of State (Photos by AP).
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Briefs compiled by Missie Bender

In the Oct. 17 issue of the Ibiee, Pat
Grab was credited as having drawn
an illustration that should have been
referred to as graphic art. An editor
'erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections to
-

in Ohio.

Betty McGary
Elections Director
Butler County, Ohio

COW community adorns wooden cow cutouts for Homecoming display

city transportation buses
are changing. Ariane Sherine, a comedy writer who started a campaign
for atheists to advertise on the double-decker
buses, has banded with
multiple atheists in London to
change the advertisements on the
side of the buses. So far, the charity
Web site raised over $113,000 in
donations, including one generous,
donation of $9,000 from Oxford
Richard
University
biologist
Dawkins.
The money raised will be used to
advertise with posters bearing messages such as "There's probably no
(iod. Now stop worrying and enjoy
your life." Not many people in
London are protesting this advertis- ing technique, although several citizens have stated that they have little
faith that posting "no God" messages
on buses will result in some type of
change for believers.

xxthebHnMHister.eJu.

O'Brien
stated
that only permanent residents of the
state should be permitted to vote early

election."

w

decker

.

4

There's no.
doubt about it.
The independents are going
to decide this

-

Politico.com

private, databases
to determine likely supporters. In a
nod to the early-votitrend, both
campaigns have
mailed absentee
ballots to their
supporters.
voting
The
trend is not without its problems.
Franklin County
Ron
Prosecutor
O'Brien is talking
to both presidential
campaigns
about who exactly can vote early
in Ohio
an
issue particularly
pertinent as polls
continue to show
a close race for
the presidency in
the state. O'Brien
fears that people
are just passing
through Ohio in
order to vote and
has demanded that
election officials
ng
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" McCain campaign
has made use of
both public anil
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Members of the College community submitted decorated
cutouts of cows to be judged
in a design competition as
part of the Homecoming celebrations this past weekend.
The cows, which are meant
, to serve as a representation
of the College's acronym
(COW), were displayed in
both the Lowry dining area
and along the walkway that
leads toward the football
field. In the decorating contest, three awards were given
to a total of seven groups:
Alpha Gamma Phi and

Security and Protective
Services were the recipients
of the Viewer's Choice prize,
Art Haus and Hospitality
Services were the recipients
of the Most Artistic Cow prize
and the International Student
Program and Residential
Custodial
and Dean of
Students were the recipients
of Best in Show. Pictured on
the left is "Sad Cow," produced by Lowry workers
(Photo by Jesse Allen).'
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School vouchers are a bad idea

3

Using them repeats Chile's mistakes

It's a change most students liave probably noticed by now: the rules regarding
dormitory room aims has changed yet again. Since it seems as though this is a policy that gets revisited and altered with the start of every school year, it's probably
a change taken in stride.
School vouchers threaten to damage
This year, however, something new has been added. Along with the usual rules our public school system and further
for ending access to other residence- halls late at night, specific doors now have
increase the socioeconomic inequality
restricted access, or none at all, in the ease of Kenarden. A student wanting to visit already present in our schools.
a friend in Stevenson
lall, for instance, must circle the building to enter in through
'Although' school vouchers are not
'the door facing the athletic quad. Even during
times, this is the case:
the most prominent issue for politi
all students cannot use the nearest door to enter a hall other than their own.
cians and voters in
The problems with this new system are many and varied. First of all, no
this .November's
announcements regarding this new policy were posted, and no information regardelection,
voters
ing which doors could be accessed was made publically available to the students.
must
carefully
While a list of what are referred to as "primary entry points" can be obtained from
examine the candi
Residence Life, this list was never advertised or ottered on a campus-wid- e
level.
dates' platforms to
Presumably the
method was assumed to be sufficient.
understand where
Second, there appears to be a lack of communication about this new policy even
the
candidates
' stand
between various campus offices and organizations. A recent email to the Safety and
on
this
Security office revealed that even the director wasn't sure which doors were accesimportant issue. This election's major
sible at what times. The Student Government Association, which has been workparty presidential candidates offer
ing with Uith HesLife and Safety and Security on the issue, also expressed frustrastarkly different 'views on vouchers
tion over not knowing the full details of the change.
Sen. Obama strongly opposes vouchers
whereas Sen. McCain staunchly supConsidering the recent security issues regarding confrontations between community members and students, we at The Wooster Voice find this unacceptable. This ports them.
School voucher programs vary by
new olicy and the way it has been implemented pose a serious risk for students. In
a 5otentially dangerous situation, students can no longer simply enter the nearest
t it V, state and country, but they generhall and are instead forced to giuss at an entry point, possibly making several
ally provide vouchers that permit famis
this
ilies to 'choose the public or private
With
no
information,
exacerbated
and
the
public
danger simply
attempts.
fact that Security has not received all of the information is even more worrisome.
school their children attend'.
While
We at The Wooster Voice do not wish to criticize the efforts of either KesLife or this approach looks great in its pure
Security for streamlining the efforts to keep Wooster students safe. But part of that and perfect theoretical form, much like
trickle-dow- n
economics, experience
safety relies on consistent, complete disclosure with those students about new poli- -.
cies. Not only does the new M)licy make it difficult for students to remove themwith school voucher systems does not
selves from danger, it also represents a seriously problematic breakdown of camsupport the theory.
I
had the incredible fortune of
pus communication.
studying Chile's education system
firsthand during the latter third of
'2007. Lectures from Chilean education
professors, visits to schools and discusEarlier this week some friends and I healthy, and that we should bluntly pursions with Chilean citizens revealed the
sue our desires and simply ask people at
were looking through Kenyon College's
stark inequalities that exist in the
parties if they would like to have sex.
newspaper, and a couple of articles on
Birth control, condoms and new con- -, Chilean education system. To put it
the campus sex scene caught our eyes.
concisely, the rich kids go to the best
These articles discussed sexual norms ccptions of sexual etiquette and freeschools and the poor kids go to the
on campus and were evidently in dom have certainly made random hookand
less
less
embarrassearworst schools. Sound like the United
to
an
dangerous
ups
response
lier article (or artiStates education system? Yes, but it
ing, if done responsibly, hut I suspect
ht
stands still occur
that most'
cles) deploring ranhook-uinfluence
under the
of alcohol. I have
dom
as
(
alcohol,
low
but I do think
evidence of
nothing against
fLast week, a letter to the editor
that anything that happens almost
e s t e e m .
se
in the Voice expressed concern
exclusively when drunk should be siiIh
Obviously, sex is a
what is that political views at The College of
topic that college jeet to critical examination
michetleort
stands'" Why Wooster have become more
students
think the apcal of
and how do they hapx-nWhat are the since the late I!.()'s. I cannot speak
alxuit a lot, but we don't often get the
specifically to what Wooster was like
opxrtunity to discuss our unique views possible consequences!'
back then, but the
As someone with little to no personal
as students in formal, public forums,
that
argument
experience here, I can give guesses and
such as the school paper. So here I am,
college's and uniparts of answers, but I can't possibly
starting a discussion.
have
versities
I personally have a limited conception
answer these questions fully and credi-o- f
become
more
the sex scene here at Wooster: my bly I encourage anyone who has an
politically oneknowledge of large campus parties, UG opinion or more direct knowledge of
sided is grossly
Fridays and casual hook-up- s
are entire- - sexual mores at Wooster to write a
encoun-peop- le
I
rnsshuchoH.in
sexual
exaggerated and.
of
Stories
do
know
Viewpoint.
ly second hand. Although
in most cases,
sensational
told
often
all
as
more
tors
are
of
who have experienced
located
underevents
than
as
wrong.
ordinary
I
fail
rumors
to totally
these things, still
Today, it is impossible for someone
within a certain cultural and individual
ht
stand the dynamic of the
discussion
In
to teach a class on evolution or insist'
my opinion, open
stand on a campus like Wooster. context.
that political leaders should know facts
the
role
and examination of
of sex
Because the student body is so small,
of
without sounding partisan. This has
not only are rumors likely to spread to a and, more particularly, of sex outside
in our lives as
not always been the case, but in the
large sector of the campus, but it is also exclusive relationships
under-nigpast few decades, placing reason above
impossible to avoid seeing your one- - college students will help us to
stand this role more completely, and ideology has become increasingly
stand again, unless you plan to
thus to decide what place it will have in political. Belief in science and inquiry
avoid Lowry and all parties for the rest
as opposed to blind faith is now conour own lives.
of your college career.
sidered by many to be a liberal v iew.
Perhaps I simply have the wrong conthe
In the buildup to the' Iraq war in
contributes
Michelle
lo
regularly
the
Oil
stands
ception of
be
comment
reached
Ikjoo.'l,
at
and
saying that Iraq did not have
Voice
can
seemed
for
to
arguing
Kcnvon writers
of mass destruction was
MOrtO'Jlitjivooster.edu.
and
weapons
harmless
fun,
be
that they can
-

1

non-restrict-

ed

guess-and-che- ck

Sex dialogue is healthy

gains in reading or math. However, the
study found that .students who could

prehensive nationwide school voucher
programs.
All school systepis inherently have
"good" schools and "had" schools.
Naturally, more students want to
attend the good schools than the bad
schools. What happens in Chile when
more students apply to a school than
that school can jiccept:' The phrase
"school choice" becomes quite literal

generally be classified as better and
easier to educate improved their reading skills.
As was the case in Chile, experience
in Washington shows that better, easier to educate students reap the benefits
of a voucher system. In other words,
the wealthy benefit while the rest are

the school chooses who to accept.
In their effort

son. While candidates running for local

to create the
best school possible,
schools

ps

1

pul-lish-

one-sid-

one-nig- ht

school vouchers favor '
the wealthy and harm

who are the easiest to educate.

the poor.

At the same
time,
schools
select students who come from wealthy
families, partly to fulfill this desire to
accept teachable students and partly to

sea-

and state posi
tions should be
scrutinized for
their views on
school vouchers,

those names at
the top of the
ballot deserve
special consider-

ation.

Most alarming

is Sen. McCain's
t
for school vouchers. Interestingly,

elevate the school's image in the com-

sujv-por-

Sen. McCain's Web site states that "we
can no longer accept low standards for
some students and high standards for
others." This is worrisome. The facts

munity.
We must work to prevent and
reverse this type of stratification in the

show that school vouchers favor the
wealthy and harm the poor. We cannot
afford four more years of a president
who ignores the facts.

United States.

The school' Voucher program in
Washington, D.C., which began in
UOO. further exemplifies the inequality created by voucher programs. Each
)
year, this program provides $7,
scholarships to approximately U,()
students for use at private schools.
The U.S. Department of Education's
evaluation of this program, published
in June S2X)H, found that students who
had previously attended a school designated as "in need of improvement" by
No Child Left Behind achieved no

Ix't's put our time and money into
fixing our public school system our
nation, and. especially her youth,
deserve an approach that will work fiir
people from all walks of life, not just
the wealthy.

-

contributor to
Sam llickey is a first-tim- e
the Voice, lie can be contacted at

SI I hie

often characterized as a "liberal opinion." Earlier this year, presidential can-

ed

didate Mike lluckabee insisted in an
interview with Chris Wallace of Fox
News that Iraq did have WMI) even
though he admitted that he had
absolutely no evidence to support that

ed

?

claim.

((an voster. edit

.

r

of this attitude, a senior aid to the
Bush administration in l'OO'J criticized
liberals and all other critics of the
President as being members of a "reality-b-

,

ht

ht

-

To the Editor,

ased

is really
If being "reality-based- "
liberal
as
now, then
what passes
schools and universities
as institutions based on understanding and
have no choice but to be
inquiry
"liberal." The accusation that the
entire university system in America is
does not reflect a
politically
problem with the universities, but a
problem with what conservatism has
come to mean. Ideology needs to conform to facts to have any place in
education.
There are plenty of examples of
and generpragmatic, "reality-based- ,"
moderate
ally
conservatives.
President Eisenhower, for instance,
wanted to limit government spending,
but this didn't stop him from building
our highway system, lie also wanted
to keep the Soviet Union contained,
but he didn't write the military a blank
check. We will all be better olf if
American conservatism remolds itself
to follow this pragmatic example.
one-sid-

As American politics have moved
fartlx-- to the Hight over the years, the
word "conservatism" has finally gotten
to the point that it connotes a rejection
of basic facts. In one alarming display

one-nig-

one-nig-

We must be careful this election

The tacts show that

students

choose

left behind.

Conservatism needs reinvention

one-nig-

rlf

hardly is. Unlike the United States,
Chile has one of the world's most com-

--

community."

This comment seems bizarre, but
put in the context of the distrust or
Outright disgust with science (mainly
evolution and global warming) by
many in the Republican Party and the
baseless claims that are even still
made by some prominent conservatives that Iraq had WMI), it is no
wonder that stating objective facts is
sometimes 'mistaken as having an
unfairly liberal bias.

','

y

ed

.

liiiss Buchanan is the Vieufoints editor
the Voice, lie can be contacted at

for

lHuchanan(K)a,ivooster.edu.
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Tom llarland, Supervisor of Investigations, is pleased to report that the entire Security Department successfully completed Recognizing and Icsxnding to Hate Crimes, llarland obtained a fully paid schol- staff members to complete the program.
arship grant from the Southern Poverty Law Center for all
to
and
rcsxnd hate crimes was created through a partnership between the Southern Poverty Liw Center, the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC)
In i!(KM an online course on how to recognize
Training, Domestic Terrorism and Hate Crimes Training Program. Based on
and an area university. The course is also sponsored by the U.S. Department of Homeland Senil ity in the Office of State and
certificates.
education
The Center provides partial scholarships to a limited number of state and local
credit, along with FLETC training
the FLETC curriculum, security otlicers earn academic and continuing
w
ith California State University, San Bernardino and its Center for the Study of I late and Extremism.
security personnel who enroll in the course. Today, the quarterly course continues through a relationship
The introductory unit of the course emphasizes recognition of and response to hate crimes and familiarizes officers with origins, terminology, tyHS of offenders hate groups, law and the role of police.
I-o-

cal

The course is supxrted by an international adv isory board of U.S. and Canadian law enforcement officers and
accompanying the course, and they are available for discussion board interaction during th'r sessions.

cxcrts

in the field. Board members also are featured on

CD-bas-

ed

panel discussions and

mitii-lectur- es

Camus Security
cow securitd'uooster.edu
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Wooster remembers history of Freedlander's
i
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'
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If you are interested in writing for
International Insight, please contact Itai
Njanji at Injanjil lwooster.edu.
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The movie "Kuch Kuch Hota Hai,"
the popular soap opera "Kyunki Saas
Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi" and the
Vatika Hair Oil are common
elements that define Indian culture on
the subcontinent.
Their popularity, however, also
foul-smelli-

ng

transcends
Left, Herman

Department Store today (Photo by Andrew Collins).
shop, which he called the
Buffalo
Clothing Store.,The
Editor in Chief
name reflected the store's novel way of
Wooster students have probably doing business: in an era when shopnoticed the building, an expanse of ping often relied on the barter system,
tan brick and gray stone, as they run David Freedlander offered all of his
errands downtown or stop in Matso's goods at a set price.
In 1898, at age 42, David
Restaurant for spanakopita. Many
have noted the name, Freedlander's,
Freedlander died at sea, two days after
slanting across the front in bold script, leaving home for a visit to Poland. His
subsumed by the slogan "It pays to death left his,
son Herman
buy quality." It's likely that very few,
as the sole proprietor of the blossomhowever, have ever been inside.
ing store, as well as the only breadOnce the booming business hub of winner for the six"yoUnger children.
the town, Freedlander's Department
Herman left school to take over the
Store is scheduled to close for good
store, earning enough to allow all of
after this year's holiday season. It is his siblings to complete their educations. Two of his brothers became
the last of its kind, the only independently-run
downtown department store surgeons; another became a chemist
left in the nation. Its close marks the and president of Daytona Rubber
end of a history that spans 124 years Company. His sister Etta earned her
and serves, too, as a bellwether of doctorate in a time when it .was
the changing face of the Wooster extremely rare for a woman to do so,
later becoming a teacher in Cleveland.
community, and of the fading phey
small-citnomenon that was once a
The last sister, Isodore, later
became Herman's partner in the store.
downtown.
The store was founded in 1884 by a With her, Herman Freedlander would
Polish immigrant named David run the department store until his
Before
Freedlander,
that year, death 76 years later.
Freedlander's has always had a speFreedlander had lived in Buffalo, N.Y.,
where he traveled as a merchant, sellcial connection with the College,
which is itself only 18 years older
ing, goods from house to house. When
his work took him to Wooster, he than the store. Wooster' President
decided to start a business there. He Howard Lowry and Professors of
moved his family, including seven chilSpeech W.C. Craig and Delbert Lean
dren, to the town and soon opened a all attended and spoke during Herman

Molly

Lehman

20-fo-

ce

17-year--

.

old

.

COME CELEBRATE!
The event takes place Friday and Saturday
24-25-

).

Participating merchants include:

The Bead Cafe
Sam Stan's Army Navy Store
Muddy Waters Cafe
&

Calla Lily Yarn

&

Gifts

The Uptown Downtown Antique Emporium
RoomScapes
Everything Rubbermaid
The House of Rand Collectibles

Friendtique
MacKenzie's Silver

&

'
'

'

."

'

;'

'
.

.

"Toyland," a popular promotion which
designated an area of the store where
children could play safely while their
parents shopped.
Freedlander's changed hands frequently in the past few decades, as
people began to turn to malls and the
uptown shopping areas for their purchases and business became increasingly difficult to attract.
Herman's son Harold Freedlander
sold the store in 1990 to the Wooster
Growth Corporation, a group of local
investors who hoped to revitalize the
store, and nine years later the group
sold the store to Stanley Gault, its
current owner. In spite of these
efforts, however, the store is scheduled
to close its doors permanently sometime early next year.
The building is slated to be razed
and a new building has been commissioned to accommodate small retailers
and loft apartments. Several auctions
are planned to sell the contents of the
store; the next one is scheduled for
Oct. SI.
Currently, Freedlander's 124 years
of service to the community is being
celebrated in a series of downtown
events, including special sales and promotions. A number of local businesses
are participating, and the celebration
will culminate on Saturday, Oct. 25,
along with the last Wooster Farmer's
Market of the season.

erummussa
Africa.

Most South Asians came to East
Africa during the colonial era, some
even before that. The South Asian
;
communities are prevalent on the
that
eastern African coast, including
of Tanzania, and as much as we consider ourselves Tanzanians, there is
no denying the Indian culture
brought over by our forefathers.
"Over the years, the Tanzanian culture has mixed with that which was
brought over by our South Asian
ancestors, to create a new hybrid culture. Local television and radio stations have adapted to cater to the
needs of not only the native African
population, but also the Indian
Tanzanians.
They air shows, movies and music
that are relevant to each culture,
whether individually or as a fusion of
the two. Swahili is the official language of Tanzania, but popular .
Swahili music includes compositions
that combine traditional Tanzanian
elements with aspects of the popular
Indian genre of Bhangra.
. When talking about culture, food is
always one of the first aspects that
pops up in my mind. Popular
Tanzanian dishes such a pilau,
biryani and sambusas have their origin in South Asian cuisine, but are
tweaked a little with Tanzanian flavors to accomihodate the tastes and
expectations of the populace.
In addition to pictures of George
W. Bush and Osama bin Laden
(images that represent current world
events), local DalaDalas (public buses)
feature advertisements and endorsements of popular Indian actors and
religious symbols and phrases from
the subcontinent on their windows.
'coon'
Our language is a blend of Kiswahili,
English and each of the respective
languages brought over by our ancestors from around South Asia.
However, as much as these Indian
elements influence the country's modern popular culture, Tanzanian cus
Alumni did more than visit during Homecoming and
toms and traditions continue to define
basic elements of our daily life.
Lowry's 40th anniversary weekend. A Wooster alumnus
In the coastal city of Dar es Salaam,
and former Education Adjunct Professor also hosted a
going to the ocean on a Sunday
book signing for the community and fellow alumni during
evening, and eating vyazi cachumbari
his visit. Roger Ramseyer'58 signed copies of his three
(sweet potato served with a topping of
books, The ABCs of Living Happy," "Life is Good, Most
salad), grilled makai (maize) and
chips-may- ai
(french fries and whipped,
of the Time" and "Life Skills 10" on Oct. 18 in the
fried
all served on
egg
together)
Florence Wilson Bookstore (Photo by Elena Dahl).
newspapers r old exam papers, is
considered the norm.
In the city centers you are surrounded by elements that define our
Tanzanian culture.
One way that this is possible is advantages of a liberal arts educaYou can hear the cries of vegetable
tion," said Clayton.
through interdisciplinary majors, such
vendors yelling "booooga boga boga!"
as Women's Studies, Archaeology,'
Minors are encouraged to incorpoUrban Studies and the minor in Film rate Environmental Studies into their ("vegetables!") at the outdoor market
Studies, which are made up of pro' Independent Study.
place, or the sound of coins colliding
ic
Only two students have declared the with each other as people shuffle
courses and relevant
cross-liste- d
classes.
Environmental Studies minor, though
around the streets trying to attract
this number is highly tentative, as this customers to their stalls.
The Environmental Studies proThe smell of fresh fruits, makai,
gram will follow this model, built year's sophomore class is not yet
around Environmental Studies 200: required to declare.
and plantains fill the air and the sight
Jesse Davenport '11 is one of the
"Environmental Analysis and Action,"
of people carrying huge fish caught
fresh from the Indian Ocean, at the
a multidisciplinary course taught by a
students who declared the minor. He
team of faculty that will be offered
preemptively declared it last year after side of the road is typical.
hearing about it from Professor of ' Along with the fusion of Asian and
annually starting next year.
"The goal
African customs in popular culture,
Geology Mark Wilson.
of Environmental
"I like the environment and I like
Studies 200 will be for students to
the juxtaposition of this seemingly
being outside, and a combination of chaotic rush in the city centers to the
integrate multiple disciplinary perspectives to examine a local and a those things makes me think that a job relaxed ambiance at the ocean's edge
or doing something in that field would
global environmental issue," said
gives the Tanzanian Swahili Coast its
be a lot of fun and something that I
Clayton.
diversity and meaning.
In addition to the core class, minors
would be interested in doing in the
The laid-balife of the Tanzanian
will need to take six cross-liste- d
future," said Davenport' He added that coast is something that I feel is unique
the variety of science courses in the to the country. Although we are of
Environmental
Studies
courses,
including at least one from each of the minor is very attractive to graduate
South Asian origin, we consider ourthree disciplinary divisions (Natural
schools.
selves Tanzanians.
Social
Sciences,
Sciences
There are no plans right now to
and
The willingness of the native popuexpand the minor tt a major, but lation to integrate our traditions into
Humanities). Some of these cross-liste- d
courses span from biology and
Clayton said it will all depend on what popular culture make it so that, while
geology classes to psychology and
happens next.
we maintain ties to our ethnic roots in
even philosophy.
"We certainly expect the range of South Asia, Tanzania is our home.
"A full understanding of environcourse offerings to increase as the E.S.
mental issues requires multiple disciprogram becomes established," said
Erum Mussa '10 is an International
plinary perspectives, so this encourClayton. "As for a major, we'll wait and
Relations major from Tanzania, and the
ages students to integrate much of see what student demand is like, as Secretary of the International Students
what they learn and illustrates the well as how the field evolves."
Assocation.
..

Rojpr Ramseyer '58 signs books
a

This weekend, Wooster community retailers are holding
special sales and events to celebrate and honor the long
run of Freedlander's Department Store.
(Oct.

'

Freedlander's 75th birthday celebration in 1954.
Freedlander was also presented
with an honorary Doctor
of
Humanities degree from the College
in June of 1964, symbolic of the education he sacrificed to keep his father's
store alive. And the College's
Freedlander Theatre was dedicated in
Herman's memory in 1975, the year
after his death.
The store represents many memories for the people of Wooster, memories which span the better part of a
century. During the Great Depression,
Freedlander's offered cake to the
needy from the store's back loading
docks, along with tokens good
towards store merchandise
an act
that would be echoed in Freedlander's
generosity towards the College and
community in later years.
Wooster residents remember the
small things, too, that gave the store
the pneumatic tube
its identity
installed and used to send money and
receipts tp the store's office from its
registers, 6r the "Dollar Days" sales
that once led customers to line up outside the door until the clock struck to
let them in.
The store, like many department
stores of its day, was also knoOwn for
its elaborate annual holiday preparation. Its Christmas campaign included
the reigning local' Santa Claus and

ot

One-Pri-
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national boundaries, making its
way across the
Indian Ocean to
the coast of East

Freedlander (seated, center) and family ca. 1960 (Photo courtesy Special Collections).. Right, Freedlander's
'

Gold

Wooster Gift Corner
The Wooster Book Company

The Wayne County Public Library

College integrates Environmental Studies program
Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor

Stanton Hales, in which the program
and
was discussed
developed.
However, according to Whitmore-WilliaProfessor of Psychology
Susan Clayton, the idea has been
tossed around for a while.
There had been interest in environmental studies for some time, among
both students and faculty," said
Clayton. "We've had relevant course
offerings in many departments, and a
number of faculty have professional
interests in environmental topics."
The College of Wooster has always
had an impressive number of majors
and minors for a school of its size.
ms

With fossil fuels running out and
the looming threat of global climate
change, an understanding of the environment has never seemed so important as it does today. That's one reason
why The College of Wooster is offering a brand new interdisciplinary
minor: Environmental Studies.
The minor came about through two
faculty workshops, funded by discretionary funds from the Hewlett
Mellon grant, allocated by former
College of Wooster President R.

gram-specif-

ck

Illustration by Taylor Lamborn.
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Arts & mtertainment

Patrick Hughes
Maggie Donnelly

Art Fair held in Lowry Center

Cross-Cultur- al

but what if, Upon deciding to move to a
new country, alter countless conversations, weighing the goods and the ills,
after saying good-by- e
to everything a
student has come to love and live with
for the past 19 years, that student was
greeted by, of all walls in the campus,

Generally, the' press makes a considerable effort to avoid any sweeping
generalizations or
statements, but odds are that almost
every student at
The College of
Wooster knows
someone
from
another country.
To many of us
all-encompas-

sing

7i
V

being renovated.
Its impressive exterior will soon be
home to an interior design worthy of
its invaluable inhabitants and Wooster
students are lending a helping hand.
Laura Kuster '10 is heading up the
effort to line the newly renovated walls

comparatively
'..

less worldly students, however,
the experience of
being an international student is
inconentirely
ceivable. It is difficult for many to
imagine shipping
off to a new state,

7

,Tt

,

r .y

V

r
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when suddenly it happened: I found
proof that there really is no God.
There on the
screen before
me, I saw some-

se

.

thing

program."
"Student-mad- e

art

Still, even for a
kid from Ohio,

will

the
enhance.
atmosphere
of
Babcock
and
make it more
interesting and

who can take solace in looking out
over more corn
than most of the
world has ever
seen, college can
be, and by all
means should be a

Below, students create pieces of art to hang in the renovated Babcock Hall. Top left,
adjustment.
noios
After all, how ainereni nations worn rogemer. lop ngni, siuaenis gei inro ineir wore,
can
one
be aKores .
expected to learn
about what it means to be a truly indethose of Babcock I lall? Talk about cul- - of Babcock Hall with student artwork,
"
Kuster's goal is to "take advantage of
ture shock.
pendent adult without the pressure
and potential shock of having to crestudent artists and other creative
The College of Wooster boasts
about its international students, and
ate one's own new adult life?
types to give the building a uniquely
Growing up is tricky business, no with good reason: they are an amazing international feel."
Kuster believes the creativity of stu- matter where a erson is from; and
group of people that help make the
dents
should be accessible via every
lucrative
and
the
forced
intcllcctively
these concerns
adjustments
campus
it
is.
on campus, but that Babcock
building
environment that
can only be exxnentinlly augmented
is
students
that
It
these
especially is in need of some local
for international students
only fitting
''
accommodaflare..
Of course moving toaptjw country ..should be. given thebest
".
,.'
This Wednesday, students' began
is also one of the mosj intellectually
tions possible.
i;
Thankfully, .Babcock Hall is now
putting their own creative stamp on
cultivating experiences imaginable;
'

.

,

.

.

volunteers from
courtesy uyian

Henry 11.
"I'm excited
for Babcock to
be back. It's
always been a

j

community. We
have the college,

but then there's
the microcosm
of Babcock," said Stephanie Ham, '10.
With Babcock being such an interesting cultural entity within Wooster,
it is important that students know and
recognize its great character.
The student artists who are helping
to put their own spin on this event recognize the importance of the international program within the Wooster
community and appreciate the
lectual synthesis. that, this kind of cultural exchange creates.
"
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no, not album

missiebender "The Way i
Am," Mathers's
memoir, contains more information
about the artist than any of his
albums (or films) ever have.
The memoir documents Mathers's
with drug addiction,
hardships
poverty and relationship issues, as
well as the benefits he gained during
his very public rise to fame.
In "The Way I am," Mathers conies
to terms with his anger issues.
He states that he has always had
problems 'with his terrible temper
and that now, even though he can rec

ognize his aggressiveness and anger,
he still has' no idea why he acted the
way he did in the past.
Mathers stated that even as a little
kid he knew he had a loud voice and
he knew that people needed to hear
what he had to say.
Mathers also admits in his memoir
that he had a hard time adjusting to
his fans and this new reality of being
liked for being his disturbed (but
very talented) self.
Mathers wrote about several
instances in which he remembers
having a hard time adjusting to
obsessed fans.
He recalls one instance when people weren't respecting his privacy,
knocking on his door anil ringing the
doorbell excessively. He reacted to
them in the only way he thought was
reasonable.
He yelled at them to leave him
alone, and although they were clapping and snapping photographs as if
he were on the red carpet, the only
,

logical thing in Mathers mind was to
grab a pistol, hold it up to a child's
face and scare off his fans and the

Mathers rapping in action.
Memoirs like Mathers's seem to be
a common trend in Hollywood these
days, yet they aren't making the
paparazzi.
In his memoir, Mathers questions
money (or publicity) celebrities are
his own behavior.
hoping for.
"Was that the right thing to do?
Detox"
Kosie
"Celebrity
Hell no," Mathers wrote.
O'Donnell's memoir chronicles the
Mathers also revisits on subjects, TV talk-sho- w
host's struggles with
such as his unhealthy family relationfame but her whiney
is too powerful throughout the
ships, the jobs he worked before he
became famous and dealing with the entire account.
death of his best friend, rapper Proof
This memoir got more bad publiciand need we say
(Deshaun Holton).
ty than good
Rosie
more?
The memoir isn't just filled with
Nothing about
and
is
how
he
new
O'Donnell
stories of hardships and
exciting to
overcame them, Mathers also leaves anyone who watches "The View."
Hopefully, "The Way I Am" will
room to show the world how his lift-idifferent now and how he has serve a better purpose.
Mathers hopes to inspire people
matured both as an artist and as a
with his memoir; he is not using it as
person.
Mathers's memoir also includes
revenge to anyone or anything.
So while the Real Slim Shady is
several photographs: some from
scraps of paper where lyrics were standing up, perhaps he is wishing
first written down and others of that everyone else is sitting down
photographs of (reading his memoir).
way-too-loud-vo-

ice

ue

ever-lovab-
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behind-the-scen-
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"The Way I Am" gives insight to rapper's life
Eminem, Marshal Mathers, Slim
whatever you want to call
Shady
is at it again.
him
The rapper and record producer
entered the spotlight (yet again)
this past Tuesday,
with his release

1

ed

fun," said Casey

considerable

repulsive
could see
in
faith
mv
patrickhughes 1'l"1,anity
ping me oft as
it stormed off into the brisk autumn
afternoon.
Stuck plumb between the delightful cascade of syndicated sitcoms
and the righteous lawfulness of
Judge Joe Brown, I discovered the
fifth rider of the apocalypse.
Strewn out in all its opulent
grandeur played MTV's latest reality
game show, Wis Hilton's My New
BFF," and I died a little bit inside.
For those of you who haven't seen
this abomination of the small screen,
here is the basic premise: Hilton,
America's favorite talon-footparty
girl, is looking for someone to be her
new best friend forever.
Rather than using the old fash- -,
ioned way of finding companionship
by stalking strangers on Facebook or
camera-cravin- g
the
MySpace,
socialite, has decided to collect a
wor-- I
cadre of Heaven's Gate-esqshipers to live under the same roof
and vie for her affection.
While this may sound all too
familiar to the plethora of other
shows and spin-of- fs
recently concocted by MTV and VII 1, 1 warn you
this monstrosity is quite different.
Where as other similar programs
such as VHl's "Flavor of Love" and
"Rock of Love" feature unbalanced
individuals striving for their chance
to be fondled by a celebrity, "My New
BFF" features these same creatures
of the Redneck Riviera maliciously
trying to become totally bestest
friends
ends with the spawn of Big Bird
and
id Satan.
,
Let's take a look at the trophies
from these other programs and compare them with "My New BFF," and
maybe you will start to see my point.
Flavor Flav: The Man. New York:
Obnoxious but pretty damn entertaining. Brett Michaels: Wrote
"Every Rose Has Its Thorn", he is
the man. Tila Tequila: Sexual ambiguity at its finest. Paris Hilton:
Demon Pigeon. Get it now?
Oil, how I pine for the days of simplicity in reality television, when you
could find amusement in a man eat-- !
le
Diddy
ing grubs, or the
literally running the city.
Whatever happened to the times
where we as an American people
were able to take pleasure in Dustin
Diamond moaning out in pathetic
agony as he attempted to regain his
rugged Screech physique?.
Where have you gone, Joe Rogan?,
The nation turns its sickened eyes to

that

international

country.

so

ingly

.

much less a new

I

rather boring Thursday afternoon

ed

1

5

was minding my own business, quietly channel-surfin- g
my way through a

the walls of the time-testhall.
In the Lowry
Room,
art majors and others exercised their
imaginations on paper, creating pastel
work, watercolors and even finger
paintings that any Wooster resident
would be proud to walk by on their
way to class.
1
The unofficial'
interior decorators, some international, some
otherwise, were
excited to be
part of the
project.
.
.
"I'm excited
to be here," said
Sarah Uschak
'l 1. "I've always
wanted to be a
part of the
Multi-Purpo-
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It all started innocently enough.

Laura Kuster '10 heads efforts to decorate Babcock
Dan Casto
Voice Staff
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Patrick Hughes is an A&E telitor for
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lie can be reached for
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UPCOMING MOVIE
'

Releases
I

OCT. 24:

t

'

Saw V,"
"High School Musical: Senior Year," "Changeling,"
'
"Passengers," "Pride and Glory"

Buy 2 packages of
FRESH-MAD- E

.

OCT. 31:
"The Haunting of Molly Hartley;
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno"

and get the 3rd package

Nov. 7:

with your Advantage Card

i

"Madagascar 2: Escape 2 Africa,"
"Role Models," "Soul Men"

Nov. 14:
"Quantum of Solace"

1
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f
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"A Flea in Her Ear" brings laughter to campus theatre
Skye Gillispie '09, Philip McLeod '09 star in fa 11 production
Maggie Donnelly
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The story begins in Paris at the turn
the century, as Raymonde

Chandebise,

played by Skye Gillispie

'09, suspects her husband, Victor
Emmanuel, played by Philip McLeod
'09, of committing adultery.
After several years of wedded bliss,
their encounters in the bedroom diminish without explanation, and Raymonde
suspects her husband of having found a

The College of Wooster Department
of Theatre ami Dance's production of
"A Flea in .iter Ear" oieiied last night
and will run until Oct. 2' at
Freedlander Theater.
The Fiend) comedy, written by
George Feydcau, with the adaptation
written !y Davis Ives, is directed by
Associate Professor of Theatre and

mistress.
She and her friend Lucienne, played
by Katie Markovich '12, plan to catch

Dance Ansley Valentine.
It is a comedy of events gone awry
that will have audiences pealing with

him in the act at the Frisky Puss Hotel,
the catalyst of a series of events that
stem from mistrust leading to confusion

laughter.

between the characters.
Each character is so wrapped up in
their version of the events until the

Two student directory supported
Valentine, Amanda Barker '10 and
Yassimin Davoodi '11, helped with
extra rehearsals tor the production,
Georges Teydcau's 'A Flea inlfcr
Far" is written in the classic farce style,
'which aims to entertain the audience by
means of unlikely, extravagant and
improbable, situations, through which

they would be performing.'.
Throughout the preparation for the
play, the student cast members studied
several classic farce comedians such as
Charlie Chaplan, Lucille Ball and
Abbott and Costello.
'

,

Cast memlxTs also attended a workshop earlier in the semester with Mr,
Gale McNeeley in Italian Commedia
dell Arte performance.
...
This type of comedic performance
was developed in the l.TOOs, and "it is
the basis of nearly everything comedic
written in the Western world
including todciy's television sitcoms,"
said Valentine."Even though the play
was written over 100 years ago, I am
sure the audience will recognize the
types of characters, enjoy 'them and
'

truth finally comes out, but not before
amusing results occur first.
Considering the unique complexity
that comprises the basis for the character's relationships, Valentine felt it necessary that her actors develop a better
understanding of the genre of play

hilarity ensues.

'

iTii

m m

v

m

m

pi)

have a good laugh," said Valentine.
"A Flea in Her Ear" will be performed
at Freedlander Theatre

t

(
'-

:

-W

tonight and

tomorrow. The play begins at 8:15 p.m..
Tickets are $6 for students and $9 for
general admission and are available by

contacting the campus box

office.
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takes a bow. Above, students trained in the classic farce style rehearse for their upcomLeft, the

of "A Flea

irv.

Her Ear"

ing performance. (Photos courtesy of Andrew Collins).

Legendary musician Bob Dylan rocks on newest album
From the same sessions, "Marchin'
blues
to the City" is first-rat- e
sketched out in piano and organ and
tinged with subtle gospel shadings.

contentment and

Alex Parrott
Voice Staff
In a career unrivaled in popular
music, Boh Dylan is experiencing yet

another high.
His 'Joon allium "Modern Times"

met with nearly universal
acclaim, entering (he U.S. charts at
l and subsequently named album of
the year by Boiling Stone Magazine.
Earlier this year, Dylan was
awarded a Pulitzer Prize, with a special citation for the arts.
Biding on this wave is "Tell Tale
Signs," the eighth volume of his
ongoing 'Bootleg Series" and his
first collection of unit leased material in two years
"Tell Tale Signs" encompasses
alternate recordings,
and other rarities from
a period of ivncwcd creativity
that yielded not only "Modern
Times" but the equally celebrated
"Time Out of Mind" ( 199") and
"Love and Theft" (.'nul).
Much of this material is hardly
in la. t. most of it's been
new at all
sitting in the vault for over ten years.
It's very inuib representative of
recent Dylan.
His voice is grizzled and craggy.
His lyrics spotlight the concerns of
aging and mortality even as they
reflect a weary, experienced kind of
was

out-tak-

es,

live-track-s

l!)H9-'2()0-

fi,

n often biting
sense of humor. v
His 'music draws not only on time
folk, country, and
less Americana
the blues
but
pppy
balladry circa
the
early
1

can
box-offi-

te
ce

;

was consigned to lasi year s
flop "Lucky You."

And perhaps the strongest song
featured
the
here
lovely
M ississippi,"
which appears as

"

two distinct
from "Time"
Out of Mind"
was vetoed
by
producer Daniel
before
Lanois
being given to
musician Sheryl
Crow and eventually being rerecorded by Dylan
for "Love and
Theft."
However, the
general sense is
that the cuts were
judicious
most
of the best material here has already surfaced in some
shape.
"Red River Shore," which appears
for the first time here, is formally
perfect but bland and unremarkable;
it is redeemed only by Jesus (literally), whose healing powers are referenced in the witty closing verse: "I
don't know what kind of language he
used
Or if they do that kind of
thing anymore."
Even more disappointing is "Cross
out-tak-

900s.

What these
discs
two
reveal is the
volume
of
material that
was recorded
for, and left
off, many of
Dylan's most
recent studio
albums.
"Tell Tale
S i e n s
includes five PhOtO by AP.
unique songs
axed from "Time Out of Mind," as
well as four from 1989's "Oh Mercy."
It is a wonder that some of these
songs have never seen the light of
day until now. "Dreamin' of You,"
recorded for "Time Out of Mind," is
among the highlights of the collection, boasting a dark ambience befitting its desperation in lyrics like,
"Even if the flesh falls off my face
It won't matter as long as you're
there."

'

'

'

Equally regrettable was that the
brilliantly silly "Huck's Tune" ("All
the merry little elves Can go hang
themselves
My faith is as cold as

es

the Green.' Mountain," the album's
closing track, previously released on .
the soundtravk for civil war film
"Gods and Generals."
The song collapses under romantic
cliches and forced rhymes, such as
the lyrics, "Pride will vanish and
glory will rot But virtues lives and
cannot be forgot."
The live tracks are often phenomenal, however, ami showcase Dylan's
range as a performer.
The version of "High Water" that
closes the. first disc gels almost
instantly, boosted by his
touring band and an almost
vocal
manic
performance which gives
extra punch to Dylanisms like, "I'm
I believe
gettin' up in the morning
I'll dust my broom."
In stark contrast, he revives the
traditional Appalachian "Girl on the
Greenbriar Shore" in a solo acoustic
performance recalling his earliest
days as a Greenwich Village folkie.
"Tell Tale Signs" contains more
than a few pleasant surprises tor any
Dylan fan.
While it isn't as strong as any of
his recent studio albums or the previous volume of the "Bootleg Series,"
which similarly
his
"Tell Tale
career through
Signs" is rich, diverse, and rewarding, ample reminder that Dylan, at
o'7, "just keeps on keepin' on."
ever-exempla-

ry

:

re-exami-

1

ned

;!.

Ebert Art Center opens new exhibit, Ohio artists featured
Molly

Lehman

Hackbardt's exhibit, titled "Story of
is an investigation into
the way people think, learn and use.

a dark chamber with a miniitself
mal amount of light entering through
is a metaphor for the human
the lens

information.

experience," she writes.
Hackbardt's work, therefore, takes a
special interest in the interplay of light

Knowledges,"

Editor In Chief
The artwork of two Ohio professors
currently being shown in a pair of
exhibits at The College, of Wooster's
Ebert Art Center.
Marcella Hackbardt is an associate
professor of art at Kenyon College in
Gambier, and Carrie Olson is an assistant professor of art at Denison
University in Granville.
Both artists also participated in the
College's !W0 juried art exhibition,
convergence.
"Although there were many excellent artists in that exhibition,"
Director and Curator Kitty McManus
Zurko wrote on the Museum's Web
site, "Marcella Hackbardt and Carrie
Olson stood out as two who merge the
conceptual with the visceral in unique
and compelling ways."

In a series of horizontally oriented

is

r

i

"

1
.

Hackbardt
photographs,
presents
images that seek to symbolize elements
of human thought.
The photographic medium, coupled
with the panoramic shape of the pieces,
makes her work recall frames taken
from movies, images frozen in time.
This, as Hackbardt notes in her

brochure, makes the meaning of tlie,
moment intentionally unclear. "Tjhe
camera isolates one moment
on storytelling while dispermanently leavrupting narrative
ing us in suspense," she writes.
"Like finding a page torn from a
book, beginnings and endings go
,
and without a basis or
outcome, the logic of the action
remains unclear,
i
and
complex
rking

t-emba-

undm-umented-

shifting."

Above, two pieces from
Marcella Hackbardt. Right,
exhibit,
Olson's
Carrie
"Follies" (Photos by Sarah
Harbottle).
.

U

Hackbardt
i

ill

even manages to
find meaning in

her equipment,
lending further
resonance to her
chosen medium.

"The camera

and dark, with light functioning as a

traditional symbol of human understanding.
The works are, in many ways, literal
representations of enlightenment. In
the work titled ''Phases," for instance, a
man holds a large book open in a darkened room.
'
A small boy Ix'hind him sits at a dark,
studying a few science models. Light
comes into the room, casting shadows'
on both the illuminated book and the
seated boy.

Olson's medium is ceramics, which
she has used to form medical objects
respirators and pill shapes reminiscent
of drugs and Petri dishes.

fine porcelain,

inspired by viruses as
seen through a microscope.
The pieces provoke a mixed emotional reaction; as Self notes, "Olson has
created objects of beauty that embody
and sustain anxiety."

This paradoxical notion is reflected,
too, inthe titles of the indiv idual pieces.
For instance, "II.A'I Cakewalk," a
piece that combines a banner of viral
designs and an embellished jMircelain
disk, gets its name from both the scientific name of av ian flu and the name of

The piece evokes learning even as it
represents the play of light and dark.
Carrie Olson's exhibit,
titles
"Follies," also deals with the human

a dance.

psyche and the way we process information about the world around us, but
her work focuses secifically on the

spread human fear.

phenomenon of human viruses.
"Embodying magical thinking
believing images and things to be powerful
Olson crystallizes a social
obsession w ith the pandemics that can
kill us," writes Dana Self, curator and
essayist, in her commentary in the
"Follies" brochure.

.

These smooth white sculptures are
complemented with designs done in

.

By combining these elements, Olson
creates an aesthetic experience that
forces new perspectives on a

The opening reception lor the cxhil-i- t,
which included a gallery talk by
Olson, took place last night, Oc t. '2:1 in
Art Center.
Hackbardt will be presenting an
from
artist lecture on Tuesday, Nov.
7 to s p.m. in Ebert '2'2:i.
The.exhibits will be on display in the
Sussel and Burton 1). Morgan Galleries
now until Dec. 7.
l-.b-
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Field Hockey team takes control of conference lead
Artnian accountt-- for bth
of the Woostcr goals.
lias 101 career points
(,S9 goals, '2:i assists) and,
as a junior, lias another
year to add to her impressive career stats.
Wittenberg led the
Fighting Scots with a
score of 0 at halftime.
Even though Wittenlx-rled at halftime, both squads
had six shot; attempts,-makihit a pretty evenly

lieen shut out all season.
Woostcr has averaged 3.57 goals er
game this season, but DePauw's stilf
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defense held Wooster to only five
shots throughout the entire niatcji.
The first half of the game was dominated by the defenses'; there was no
score heading into the second half.
In the second half, Sarah Riffle
scored an unassisted goal for DePauw
and added a second goal halfway
through the second half. Del'auw also
scored a third insurance goal late on in
the period, sealing the victory.
After two consecutive losses for the
Scots, the team was able to snap the
streak
losing
Denison
against
University on Wednesday at home.
The team won 0 with goals from
Artnian anil Briana Lynch '1 1.
In the first half, the Scots were doni- -.
inating, rattling otf 13 shots while the
Big Red couldn't get otf one. The
Scots also outpaced Denison in penalThe first goal
ty corners as well,
of the game came unassisted off the
stick of Artinan, who snuck it past
Denison goalkeeper Kait Fiore with
just over 14 minutes left in the first
half of the game.
Denison outshot the Scots in tie
second half, but again the Scots came
up with the points. This time, Lynch
came up with her ltli goal of the season after the ball . ricocheted off
Fiore's pad and Lynch tapped it in for
the game's final goal.
The team now leads the NCAC by a

3--

g

g

played half.
The Scots
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fought back
after halftime with a goal
scored in under seven minutes into the second half.
Artinan had an unassisted
goal from a penalty corner.
However, despite the goal
for the Scots, Boo Vernon
of Wittenberg scored
another goal for the
Tigers. It was Vernon's
third of the game and basically sealed the deal for
Wittenberg.
Artman did have another
goal, but it was late in the
second half, and too late to

' '

'

v

The field hockey team dropped two in a row to Wittenberg and DePauw,
got even against Denison on Wednesday (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).
Artman '10 managed to become the.
sixth player in school history oto score
100 career points.
The team's fust loss of the week
came to North Coast Athletic
Conference
'rival
Wittenberg
with
a final score of
University

Sara Brown
Sports Editor
Despite two consecutive losses the
field hockey team
endured this past week, Amanda

Fighting Scots

1-

-2.

!

.

2--

for a cullRt. a, vic-b- ut
tory. Her second goal came
igain from the penalty cor- -

ner, this time

an assist from
Stephanie Standera '11.

The following day, the Scots took on
Del'auw University in Indiana.' They
suffered another devastating loss to
Del'auw, this time with a final score of
It is the only time the Scots have

Sports Editor Andrew Vogel sat down
with outside linebacker Mutt

'10.
DeCrand
DeGmnd has liad
breakout junior

campaign, leading
the team with 29
solo tackles, 44
assisted tackles, 73

tv

football team will need to do tomorrow to
come up with a win over No. 4 Wabash.
AV; In your junior year, you had a
breakout season, making pla ys all over the
field every week. What do you contribute
to tins stu cess?

me

they play on Oct.

3-- 0.

'
tournament.
They take on Karlham tomorrow.

Riley sets mark in win Foul costs soccer team
were held to no shots on goal in the
ond half.

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
Regardless of the winner, the
Wooster men's s(xcer team has count
.on a tight game. The team's last 10

sec-

On Wednesday, the Seots hosted
Hiram College in a battle of fourth-plac- e

teams, with major implications on
the NCAC Tournament.' The. Terriers
grtfll.f 'tvere able to pull away nod win
After a first half in which neither
This past SaturJay, the team was unable
team found the back of the net, the
to get past Ohio Wesleyan University,
Terriers pulled ahead with two goals.
the NCAC leader. However, if the team
Trouble began for Wooster midway
can run the table in its last three games,
through the second half, when a quesit is guaranteed a berth in the NCAC

tyW

4ed'

anics-1ia'e"bcn.'tf;-

'Bin

2-- 0.

Tournament.
The home loss to Ohio Wesleyan
(l'.'-- loverall, 0 NCAC) dropped the

tionable foul was called on the Wooster
defender that was inside the box,
resullting in a penalty kick. David

overall and 3 in conferScots to
ence play. All three conference losses
have come by
scores. This past'
Saturday, the team again fell by a one-go- al

Kreni had dribbled near the goal before
falling, which led to the foul.

fi--

(i-7-

3--

-1

l-

-o

margin. The Battling Bishops,

Y

ranked sixth in the

(n eat

Lakes Region,
the
came away with
game's only goal in
the beginning of the second half. Ohio

'

Wesleyan's Brian Greene was set up on
a Matt Bonfiiii pass and Greene sent

n
Amanda Gottesman '11 and the volleyball team are in second
place with a win over Allegheny (Photo by Andrew Collins).
.

Members of the Wooster volleyball
team are no strangers to setting milestones. After all, libero Ali Dnislial "of),
holds the school and conference
record in digs. This week, hitter
Kate Lynn Riley '10 joined the milestone club.
Riley racked up her l.nooth kill
against the Gators of Allegheny
overall,
3
NCAC)
College (13-1- 3
becomes
just the
last Tuesday. Riley
sixth player in school history to log
1,000 kills in a career. The cruc ial win
came in five sets and gave' the Scots
possession of second place in the
North Coast Athletic Conference,
behind the Wittenberg Tigers (2.1t2.
12-- 0
NCAC). The win put Wooster
in second place over the
(15-1(Jators despite their identical records
because the Scuts swept the season
all-ti-

me

9--

2,

9-- 3)

scries.

The win

the junior l,(i(i3 in her career.
Riley's impressive performance
wasn't limited to slamming balls
ai ross the net in emphatic fashion.
Riley also tappeil in four serv ice aics,
four total blocks - mc of which was a
solo block.
The junior hiti'-- wasn't the only
player who helped the team come out
on top against the Gators. Lizzie Beal
'12 helped Riley reach the. milestone,
setting up Riley on numerous occasions. Beal hail
assists total in the
F.arlc
OH again disgame. Megan
played her versatility on offense and
defense, tallying eight kills on offense
and 23 digs on d iimv Kate Brady '12
came otf the hem !i to tally a i areoj
high 10 kills on in attempts.
Drushal again was the leafier on
i

o

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor

.--

l

.

defense,

with

a

team-hig- h

21-

-

digs.

Drushal is again inching towards
another career milestone. This time
Drushal needs only t.'i digs to reach
3,000 in her stoned i aicer.
The Scots travel to Olierlin, Ohio
tonight to take on the Olierlin College
Olierlin is curYionien
team in the
rently the sixth-plac- e
1

came in

coine-from-behi-

nd

fashion as the Scots lost both of the
.r
and
opening sets,
However, the Scots have been resilient
all season, and the past game against
Allegheny was no different. The Scots
then took the next two sets by scores
and won the rul-b- er
of 2.r- -I and
match in thrilling fashion,
Riley was clearly the start of the
game, notching 2.1 kills with just six
errors on o'i total attempts. Riley's
season totjl improved to 37t, giving
lK-2-

Ki-2- .r.

2.1-1- 2,

1.1-1-

3.

(--

nine-tea-

m

IS,

.1-- 7).

conference.

Alter today's matchup with the
Yeomen, the team travels to Gamhier,
Ohio to take on Kenyon College and
Otterbein College on Saturday, Oct.
2.1. The NCAC Tournament begins on
Nov. 7 at the home of the regular season champion. At this point, that looks
to be Wittenberg University.

the ball past the arms of keeer Taylor
Takacs '()!).
Wooster's defense again he!ed the
team stay in the ballgaine, though.
Takacs registered 10 saves in the game.
Takacs also came up with a key save
with over five minutes left in the second
half that allowed Wooster to stay in the
game, but the Scots never could quite
find the game-tyin- g
score. The Scots

Matt Urban converted on the penalty kick for the Terriers, putting Hiram
a

1-

-0

P

total tackles and maudegrand
7.5 tackles for a loss, as well as 3.5 sacks.
In addition to his exploits as a standout
linebacker, DeGrand is also a starting
pitcher for the baseball team. DeGrand
sat down and talked about balancing
sports at Wooster, and about whatt the

over Ohio Wesleyan; whom
31 in a game that
" could decide who hosts the conference
half-ga-

wk

this

1

with

7

raw?
(33aanasiBD

K- -l.

,,,,1,

i

lead.

At that point, the Scots were forced
to play up and focus more on otlcn.se,

enabling the Terriers to find openings
in the defense. The pace of the game
was never the same after the foul call
that led to the first Terrier score.
The loss unfortunately likely puts an
end to the men's wstseason chances.
While the team could have split one of
the last two regular season games, the
game against Hiram was crucial for its
NCAC Tournament chances.
With this weekend off, the team next
travels to Allegheny College this
Wednesday night.

MD: It's been just hard work. I've
been motivated by other players on
the team. The coaches have held us to
high standard, no matter the opx- nent. We're trying to get better.
AV: Despite losing seniors Jeffl
Geffert '08, Deron Boyd '08, Greg
Schermbefk 'OS and Trcv Simmerman
'08 to graduation last year, the defense
has been the main reason for the team's
success.

How has this younger

defense

succeeded?

year, Steve Custeiiborder
fir into the mix with Schernibec
and Simmerman for the last few
MD-La-

st

11

of the season, so that's heled
carry into this season
AV; Last year's defense had size and

games

but would you say this year's
unit has more speed and athleticism?
MD: We are faster. There's that
much greater emphasis on getting to

experience,

the ball that much faster. There
heads to the
always emphasis on
ball. There's nothing holding us back.
1

AV: Wabash
game of

1

is the most important

the season. H'liat does the team

need to do tomorrow to upset the No.

team in the nation?
MD: ,We have to maintain a higl
intensity and make every step count,
Last game, we had every phase click
We had over three turnovers in
three games. fAVe have to force pre
sure on the quarterback and force him
to turn over the ball. Ball security and
takeaways will be huge in this game.
AV: In addition to being a standout
linebacker, you're also a string pitcher for
the baseball team. What challenges

there to being a

hoo-sfw-

rt

are

star ut

Woostcr?

MD: The hardest thing lor me is,
going into baseball season, I ve
already missed fall ball. I feel like
I have to wor
have to play catch-uextra hard to buiut up my arm
strength because I've missed it due to
p.

football.
AV: Is there a difference in attitude
and baseball?

between football

MD: Football's more of a hoo-ra- h
go get 'em attitude, and that comes
out on the field. In baseball, that go
get 'em attitude is there, but win
you're on the mound, it has to lie hidden from the hitter. You have to I
composed.

iM3i!S?ian
J
Five good reasons to rootfor the Rays
the Tampa Bay Rays are
in the World Series.
1 To
anyone that
doesn't know base- ball or sports, it's
the equivalent of
Ralph Nader being
weingardt elected President

Believe it

t

ing like trying to appeal to fans, cs)- k-

anything again.
They stuck it to the Sox and lanks.
As an Orioles fan, when Tampa Bay
U.

leat

Boston out for the AL East crown,
that made me happy, but when Tampa
Bay beat Boston in Game Seven of the
ALCS, I was ecstatic
Maybe the best part about this is the
Rays got to the World Series on the
Of Mongolia.
Why cheer for the Rays? Well, if second lowest payroll in baseball ($43
your team's out of it, that's one reason million), while the Yankees ($207 mil- here's more.
lion) and Red Sox ($33 million), are sit- I. They're tlu freaking Rays.
ting at home. That is justice for you.
'
Yes, while it may be hard to believe
3. 98.
I

'

.

after watching the Rays play this year,
they were at one time an awful team,
Heck, awful might even be an under-statement. Just how bad were the Rays?
Their overall record since their concep- 7,
tied for 'the
tion in 1998 is
worst in baseball. Starting in 2002 the
Rays legan a streak of six consecutive
years of the lowest average attendance
in the American League.
l
If you had told anyone in the
end
at
the
of
last
community
year the
would
from
rise to the
team
Tampa Bay
top of their division, make their way
through the playoffs and be favored in
the World Series, they would probably
call you a... well let's just say they
would never ask for your opinion about
742-103-

base-bal-

No, that's not a typo, but rather moti- -

manager of
the year Joe Maddon formulated this
equation in the beginning of the year in
hopes his team would shed the losing
mindset they had the last 10 years.
Here's what it means
nine players
playing nine innings, equating to one of
eight postseason spots. This crazy atti-tude set forth by Maddon has sparked
myriad Rays craziness. Because of their
playofT berth Rays players are sporting
Mohawks, including Maddon and some
of the coaches.

vation.

Soon-to-be-nam-

ed

cially religious ones, by putting Satan
himself in the organization name.

Giming into their tenth season the
front office decided to start over, and by
doing so kicked the "devil" out of
'Tampa Buy. The difference, as you can
see, is catastrophic If a simple name
change does the trick, then maybe a cer- tain team' from the North Side of
Chicago should

try

5. Tliey'rr pretty

it.

gmt, too

Above all the biggest reason to root
for the Rays is because, quite frankly,
they're the best team in baseball,

They've got the pitching, led by Scott
Kazmir, Matt Garza and James Shields,
and one of the best bullions in the
game. They 'have a secret weaHn in
rookie sensation and
d
draft
first-roun-

pick David Price, who Joe Maddon says
might Ix.1 used to close out games.
Then we get to the offense. Lvan "I'm

I lousewives"
not on Desperate
took
the
of
offense in
charge
Longoria
the first two playoff series, setting the
tone for everyone else. From Akinori
Iwamura in the leadoff sot, to Jason
Bartlett near the Inittom, the Rays pos
Sayonam, Satan.
For nine years the baseball team in sess the best offense in the American
Tampa Bay was known as the Devil league.
LETS GO RAYS!
. Rays. Appealing, isn't it? There's tjoth- - .

8
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Scots topple Wash U, gear up for Wabash
Wash U to minimal yardage (not to
mention no further points), the offense
went on a scoring spree, beginning
touchwith another Holter-to-Flarun by the
down, this time a
first-ye- ar
runningback. Coupled with a
field godl, Wooster came into
rd
the middle of the fourth quarter lead- and let their defense finish
ing 31-the game.
Not content to let the offense be the
only ones scoring in the game, that
same defense (in this case, linebacker
Steve Custenborder '11) picked up an
interception and returned it 36 yards to
make the game 38-1-3.
All told, Wooster had 489 yards
offensively, with Holter providing 393
of those and Francescangeli 1 10. With
their, exciting win carrying them,
Wooster now prepares for its most
important game of the year against
Wabash College in Crawford, Ind. The
Little Giants are the defending NCAC
champs and are ranked No. 4 in Div. III.
The Little Giants pose a stiff test for
the Scots. However, Wooster is coming
off its best game of the year, and if the
Scots can win the turnover battle, they
might just be able to pull off an upset.
If the Scots can pull an upset, they will
be in the driver's seat of the conference.
Wabash beat Wittenberg University
13-last weekj so provided that the
Scots win out in the rest of their conference games until they play
Wittenberg, the Scots will be guaranteed at least a three-wa-y
first place tie.
North Coast Athletic Conference
tie,
rules stipulate that in a three-wa- y
the team out of the three that has not
been to the NCAA Tournament for the
longest period of time wins the tiegg

47-ya- rd

23-ya-
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Zack Gust '12 hauled in two receptions for 47 yards, including a
reception as the Scots
romped over Washington University 38-1- 3 (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
33-ya- rd

blowout victory in the inaugural meeting between the two academically
strong schools.
Wooster came out of the gate early,
scoring on its first possession of the
rd
game with a
romp that ended
with a touchdown pass from Austin
Holter '10 to Robert Flagg '12, who
ran it 15 yards to get the scoreboard

Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
Typically Jfti Homecoming Weekend,
teams like to put on good shows in

front of hundreds of alumni, students,
families and visitors. But Saturday's
Homecoming performance by the
Wooster football team was nothing
short of tremendous as the team put
together its most complete performance of the season.
The Scots managed a 3 win over
Washington University in St. Louis to
bring their overall record up to 1
overall and 0 in conference play.
After falling to nationally ranked
Case Western Reserve University the
previous weekend, the Scots were
eager to return to their winning ways.
They came out with nothing short of a
3--

7--

,

59-ya- rd

Sara Brown

--

ns,

2--

off

tri-capt-

8

,
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NCAA Games
(A) Auburn

,

West Virginia (J, P, S)

lit

Saturday, Oct. 85

,

(J, S, P) 8 T.T. at 23 Kansas (A)
(J) W Forest at Miami (FL) (A, S, P)
Kentucky at 10 Florida (All)
Texas (All)
6 Okla. State at
(All) 7 Georgia at 13 LSU
16 USF at Louisville
(All)
Virginia at 18 Georgia Tech (All)
(J) Va. Tech at 25 Fl. St. (A. P, S)
.';
Colorado at 15 Missouri (All) ,
'
(A, P, S) Mississippi at Arkansas (J)
1

,

,

(J,

(All)
P, S)

'
2 Alabama at Tennessee
3 Perm St. at 9 01) State (A)

NFL Games
Sunday, Oct. 26
(All) Tampa Bay at Dallas
(All) Washington at Detroit
(All) Buffalo at Miami
(J) St. Louis at N. England (A, P, S)
(J, A) San Diego at N. Orleans (P, S)
Kansas City at N.Y. Jets (All)
,

(All) Atlanta at Philadelphia
Oakland at Baltimore (All)
'
(J) Arizona at Carolina (A, P, S)
(J, A) Cleveland at Jacksonville (P, S)
(A) Cincinnati at Houston (J, P, S)
(J) N.Y. Giants at Pitt. (A, P, S)
(All) Seattle at San Francisco

Monday, Oct. 37

,

(A, S) Indianapolis at Tenn. (J, P)

ain

'09 had a 60th place finish with a finishing time of 26:02. Other finishers
for ' Wooster's men were Micah
Caunter '12, with a time of 27:02,
which put him in 128th place.
Rick Workman ' 10 finished almost
right behind Caunter with a time of
27:16, coming in 137th overall. John
Anderson '12 was the final scorer for
Wooster, placing 149th with a finishing time of 27:35.
The Fighting Scots hosted the
Wooster Relay on Oct. 22, which was
their last race to prepare them before
the North Coast Athletic Conference
Championships. This event will also
be hosted by Oberlin College on
Saturday, Nov. l.
After the NCAC Championships,
qualifiers will head to the Great
Lakes Regional Championships.
Following this event, runners will

then participate

in

the

Ill

Div.

Championships in Hanover, Ind.

half

goal came off
the foot of
Jenny Howe.
Howe
was
assisted on
the play by
i

IMA

'I

n zie

Krebsbach.

The last year the football team won the
NCAC and advanced
to the NCAA Div, m
playoffs. If the team
is able to upset
Wabash tomorrow, it
has a great chance to
make the playoffs for
the first time in four

Howe's goal
was
just

to

Ohio
give
Wesleyan the

V-

advantage

-

a
--

enough

.

.

i

.

"'

'into

halftime.
The Scots
came
out
fired up in
the second,
and rattled
off 13 shots
on
goal:
None
of
them, however, found

'

4)

1

f- ,

"

Vt

,

i
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-
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years.

327

6
in

Volleyball players

32-- 5

Passing yards for
Austin Holter '10 in
last week's 3 win
Washington
over
University in St.
Louis, a career high
for the junior quarterback. It was the
fourth highest total
in school history.

school history that
have reached 1,003
digs in their career.
KateLynn Riley MO
became the sixth in
the team's win over
Allegheny this past
week. Riley has
now totalled 1,003
career digs.

38-1-

Record of the field
hockey's team in the
team's last 37 games,
dating back to the
second half of the
2005 season. The
team improved to 1
in NCAC play with a
win over Denison
8--

University.

'-

-"

NCAC Fall Standings
v

i

going

ns,

tri-captai-

seven shots.
The Bishops'

89-6-

Thursday, Oct. 83

Additional reporting was contributed by
Sports Editor Andrew Vogel.

ed

9--

1-

8
1

Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, A1I Everyone

last year and Wittenberg won the conference the year before, Wooster would
be the odds on favorite to make it to the
NCAA Tournament.

tri-captai-

.

94-5-

91-6-

86-6-

Because Wabash won the conference

Inter-Region-

l- -o

Patrick
Johann
Andrew
Sara

:

--

After winning eight of their first
nine games, the Wooster women's
soccer team has hit a rough patch.
Last Saturday, the team lost to Ohio
their fourth
Wesleyan
at home
loss in five games. The team now sits
in a tie for sixth place in the North
Coast Athletic Conference, and will
need some help to get into the conference tournament at the end of the
season.
The Fighting Scots ( -3 NCAC, 5
overall) lost to the NCAC leader
last Saturday. The team played
tough, but fell behind with 13 minutes left in the first-ha- lf
against the
Battling Bishops. In the first half, the
Scots were able to come up with just
one shot on goal, while the Bishops

Season Standings

breaker.

13--

Sports Editor

10

14-1-

10

tition. Sarah Appleton '12 finished
after Capehart with a time
closely
Sports Editor
of 23:41 for a 77th place finish.
second half, but it wasn't enough.
Emily Elderbrock '09, one of
In the team's fifth meet of the
Goalkeeper Alix Hoffman '11 tallied
placed
the senior
four saves in the contest.
year, the cross country teams com128th with a finishing time of
al
Rumble
The Scots now face a challenging
peted in the
road ahead of them to clinch a berth this past Saturday, held by Oberlin
24:40 in the meet.
in the NCAC Tournament. In the College in Oberlin, Ohio.
The other two women who-placfor the Fighting Scots were
The Fighting Scots women's team
tournament, the top four teams in
the conference make it, and the team finished with a combined score of Meredith Shaul '12, who placed
134th with a time of 24:57 and
now sits in a tie for sixth, two spots 537 points during the, 6K course.
one of the other senior
Case Western Reserve University,
out of the last tournament spot.
Becca Thomas '09, with a
Allegheny College and Kenyon the Scots' regional foe, swept the
College look to be the Scots' main competition with a total of only 60 finishing time of 25:17, placing '
140th overall.
competitors for the final spot. While
points.
The individual winner of the
the
Earlham sits in a current tie with the
Wooster's men's team finished
women's
competition was Joanna
Scots for sixth place, the Scots hold a competition with a score of 514
the tie breaker over' the Quakers after points over the 8K course while New Johnson of the host, Oberlin
a 0 win earlier this month. The York University placed first with a College. Her finishing time was'
21:03 in the race.
team plays Kenyon tomorrow in a dominate score of 47 points.
must-wi- n
For the men of the Fighting
Leading the Scot women was
game to keep its tournaScots, Terry Workman ' 10 finished
Suzanne Capehart '11. Capehart finment hopes alive.
ished the race with a time of 23:21, in S9th place with a time of 25:45.
Senior
Mark DeWine
coming in 58th overall in the compe

the net. The Scots outshot the
in the
Bishops by a margin of
3

Andrew Vogel

Andrew 17-- 7
Johann 15-- 9
Patrick 14-Sara 0

game Cross country rumbles at Oberlin

Scots face must-wi- n

M ak

50-ya-

Next it was Washington's turn,
intercepting a Wooster pass io put
them only 28 yards from the end zone
(though it took them seven plays to
make it across that yardage and score).
With the score tied at 7, and after a
series of punts by both teams, Wooster
drive, in six plays to
made a
give them back the lead on the back of
Mike Francescangeli '10, who hauled in
three receptions on three of the six

5--

first

Once again, Wash U capitalized on a
Wooster turnover, this time when a
pass from Holter slipped through the
hands of a receiver; the visiting team
turned the interception into a rd
touchdown run, bringing them within
one point of the lead as Wooster
blocked the extra point.
The team, made spectacular use of
the :54 remaining in the half, taking
eight plays to cover 72 yards and score
another touchdown, this time into the
hands of Jordan Ferns '09. Of those
eight plays, five gained yardage, with
none of the gains less than 10 yards.
If in the first half Wooster was the
stronger of the two teams, in the second half they were every bit a powerhouse. With a strong defense pushing

illuminated.

38-1-

rattled

plays, totaling 42 yards resulting in a
touchdown catch.

78-ya-

.

13

'

Don't have a clue who' going to
Jig game? Every week,
ports nuts Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week biggest
football games, both college and
pro. Some will be on the mark, oth
ers probably not to much. Well
track their progress every week
,.
with season standings.
,
Two Weeks Ago

win the

;

Chantal Koechli '10 and the Scots couldn't come
loss to Ohio
up with the tying score in a tough
Wesleyan Saturday (Photo by Dylan Takores).
1- -0

Football

Football
Top 15 Polls
1.) Mount Union
)
2.)
)
3. ) Mary Hardin Baylor (64))

1

(6-0-

UW-Whitewt- er

'

4)Wheaton(IU.)(64)
(6-0-

(6-0-

O

o

a
ON

00

o

(6-1-

oo

n

g
o

3.) Wittenberg (3-)
4.) Oberlin (2-5.) Denison (2-6. ) Allegheny (1-7. ) Earlham
8. ) Hiram (1-8.) Ohio Wesleyan
10.) Kenyon OA,

2--

1,

6-- 9)

2,

(0-1--

3-1-

9,

1-1-

2-7--

1.

(1-1--

3,

1--

5)'

2)

8-- 4)

2,

4-5--

3,

2)

6)

Women's Soccer
Volleyball
NCAC, 24-- 2 overall)

1. )

Wittenberg

(11--

0

2. ) Wooster (9-2.) Allegheny (9-4. ) Hiram (8-5. ) Ohio Wesleyan
6. ) Oberlin (5-7. ) Denison (3-8) Earlham
9.) Kenyon
3,

15-1- 2)

14-1- 5)

8,

(1-9,3-2-

(0-1- 2,

0,

(4-0- -1

(5--

6,

7-1-

8)

'

6-1-6)

6.) Wooster (1-6.) Earlham (1-8. ) Hiram (0-4,

9.) Oberlin

1)

(0--

5,

NCAC,

9-4- -2

overall)

11-2-- 1)

9-4- -2)

,'
5-7--

(2-1-- 1.

6-1- 8)

7,

) Ohio Wesleyan
2.) Denison (4-3.) Wittenberg (4-4. )Anegheny(3-2,V-l)-- v
5. ) Kenyon
1

1,

13-1- 3)

3,

1)

9-- 5)

3,

9-- 5)

3,

5--

9)

3-1-

0)

0-2- 3)

Top 15 football poll according to d3football.com

5-- 8)

6,

6,

4-6--1)

2,

4)

2-- 4)

4.

Field Hockey
1. ) Wooster (7-- 1 NCAC, 10-- 5 overall)
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan (7-104)
3.) Kenyon (5-4. ) Wittenberg (6-- 4, 94)
5. ) Earlham (2-6. ) Denison (2-7. ) Oberlin (0--

7-- 5)

1,

5)

2,

8-- 4)

-3)

8-- 3)

1.

3-- 3)

2,

(1-2,1--

4-3-

1,

(1-0--

2-4-

2,

1)

0,

4-- 2)

1,

8-3--

0,

5-- 1)

(6-1-

ns

n

0

NCAC, 64) ovrall)

(4-- 0

1,

)
Muhlenberg
6. ) Wabash (64))
7. ) North Central (111.)
)
8. )Milkaps(7-0- )
)
9.) Washington and Jefferson
10.) Cortland State (64))
U.)Wesley(4-l- )
12. ) Hardin-Simmo)
13. ) Case Western Reserve (64))
14. ) Trinity (Texas) (64))
15. ) Salisbury
)
(6-0-

00

.) Wabash

2.) Wooster (34,

(6-0-

5. )

Men's Soccer
1.) Wittenberg (2-- NCAC, 114) overall)
1.) Kenyon (2-1.) Ohio Wesleyan (2-4.) Denison
5. ) Hiram (1-6. ) Oberlin (1-7. ) Wooster (1-8. ) Allegheny
9.) Earlham (0-10.) Wabash (0--

NCAC

1)

3)

Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC All standings as of Oct. 22, 2008.

